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About This Game

Are you a rookie? Or a professional? Whatever! With this poker game you can compete against a powerful A.I. based on neural
networks - or other poker players in the online community!

In No Limit, Pot Limit, Split Limit poker and various game modes such as single-player, tournament, network game and
internet game you can train and improve your poker skills - or just play for fun.

Even people who have never played a round of Texas Hold'em Poker are quickly and easily introduced into the rules and can
immediately start exciting poker tournaments!

Features:

Single-player: different degrees of difficulty

Tournament: up to 160 players

Heads-Up-Tournament: up to 128 players

Powerful A.I. based on neural networks

All limit types: No limit, pot limit and split limit
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Environment configurable: 10 different tables and environments available

Chips and card design configurable: Dollar or Euro chips or Euro coins

Realistic full 3D-animated graphics, voice output and sound effects

Multi-player modes: LAN mode and Internet mode

Online statistics and rankings

Tutorial and detailed game help

Beginner mode with tips
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Title: Trendpoker 3D: Texas Hold'em Poker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BufoProject
Publisher:
BufoProject
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB / OpenGL 1.2

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German
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this is game is pretty fun!. (07.02.2019)
I can say that these models are good. All models has some small bugs. But nothing serious which cause undriveable bus. Also I
have small complain about the physics of articulated buses which are a little bit weird when you want to brake. It\u00b4s seems
that there are something wrong.

Positive:
- Very nice and real textures
- Models
- 12m, 15m and 18m variants
- All models can be modded directly ingame without any manual changes in repaints
- Lots of model customization
- Sounds
- Physic of solo buses
- Reasonable price for a hours of fun
- Very well created readme which contains all the most important things

Negative:
- Articulated bus brakes really weird and the physics while braking isn\u00b4t good. When I try to brake the bus starts shaking
and If I on some place where I have lower FPS (15-30 FPS), the bus shakes more and more while braking.
- Some small bugs which don\u00b4t affect your ride with busses.

I think that this is nice, but there are still some minor problems which need to be fixed.

I can recommend to buy this addon.. crashes often. Remember to save a lot. Other than that, awesome game!. (copy of
review for Perimeter)

My favorite RTS of all time. Had it on disk for years before buying it again on Steam. Perimeter provides excellent
story, an interesting and unique world, and fun mechanics all wrapped up into a game with far more flexibility than
the average RTS. You can really choose your playstyle and adapt as the game progresses. Perimeter has immense
replayability and is an excellent experience overall.

The standalone expansion, Emperor's Testament, is also worth getting. It adds a fantastic new story arc and some new
gameplay mechanics to keep you going.. I'm not a fan of this genre of games, but i found this game's quite amazing.
The imagined story of Edgar Allan Poe's death and art is on a good quality (from my point of view, it would have been
better if art would have been more darkly and sinister, especially Red Death). If you're tired from work, this game can
calm you down with its soothing music and gameplay.. *claps slowly*
*fa- NO!

You need lewd version tough. Like SERIOUSLY! The other half of the story sleeps there. Its ok... I guess. I liked  the
nurse video bit. It made me laugh.  I liked the hints being available in case you get stuck. I'm giving it a thumbs up
because it  is  a neat game, it's just not exactly my type of game.
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blink blink* ......wait, that's it? It’s over? Finished? Completed? Ended?
OKAY THEN. Onto the review!

This is a game where you get to name the main character, so naturally, I named him Billy Bob (because Billy Bob Joe Blink
wouldn't fit). And made him a wizard. Because why not.

The first word that comes to mind with this game is “huh?” promptly followed by a shrugging “meh”. It has several good
characteristics and several bad ones too. What are they?

Let me get the positive aspects out of the way. The battle system and animations were nice, the map layouts were quite good,
and the sprite work itself seemed quite decent. Plus, I suspect there’s a bit of replayability, based on how the ending played out
for me, but this game didn’t engage me enough to make me get another ending. Also, the choices you got to make in regards to
your Party Members were a nice touch. And let us not forgot the original sound track, because even I think it's quite good. I'm
pretty sure there are other positive aspects I could mention, but my mind is drawing a blank right now. But just because it is,
doesn't mean there aren't more positives.

Anyway, now that that’s over with, lets begin with the negatives…

The plot itself wasn’t actually too bad, when you get down to it. I won’t say what it is, but it definitely has potential by itself. If
put into more competent hands, I think we’d have a really great RPG Maker Game on our hands. However, what fails is the
delivery; more specifically the dialogue.

Not to mention that the writers try to make the main character cool, but instead makes him come across as a jerk. The “Jerk
with a Heart of Gold” Trope is a very fine line to walk. The first scene of the game, he forces his love interest to help him fight
in the first battle of the game. This would be cute and all if it was established that she was a fighter babe and have them bond as
a couple during this. But she's kidnapped promptly after (because of course she is), and she's wearing A FREAKING ROCOCO
DRESS! This is the kind of gal the hero would look good defending, not one you drag into the battlefield! Even ignoring that, he
seemingly complains about everything. True, it could be because of some of the things I made him do, but proclaiming “I hate
monasteries” upon entering one does not make him look good. I almost want him to die…and stay dead.

Okay, saying this guy’s a complete jerk is not fair. This guy is 50% jerk and 50% idiot. He asks squirrels why they look sad and
even said an open fire was delicious. Billy Joe can read the facial expressions of squirrels? And can taste fire without touching it
or getting burned? Most of the dialogue does not sound natural in the slightest, even from the side characters and NPCs. This is
an actual exchange I had with my friend when I quoted one of the lines from the game:
"I have the blood of innocent people on my hands! Why!?!?!"
Me: I dunno! You tell me.
Friend: durrrr
Which I thought was an excellent summation of this game's dialogue.

Also, this game is confusing at times. Like, the first enemy of the game is a slime, and I think it swung a sword at me...without
hands. And I think there was an archer I fought who shot an arrow out of a bow while holding it backwards. I don’t fault this
with the game, though, since these things are a pain to fix, especially someone who is terrible at programming like I am.
However, it just looks...odd sometimes.

What about the characters, you may hypothetically ask? They’re all one dimensional, and some don’t even make sense. There
was this freaking angel chick that appeared out of nowhere halfway through, and I STILL don’t know what’s up with her. Long
story short, this is not a game you play for the characters. Moving on.

I felt like I wasn’t allowed to explore the world as much as I would have liked to. The two boats in the game only gave you the
option of going straight to one destination, negating any potential exploring. Why? Why not make little optional areas for the
player to explore? This would make them feel like they've discovered a secret area or something. Granted, a lot of RPGs are
quite linear, but this one felt even more so.

Lastly, there was what I think was supposed to be religious commentary that left me rather confused. The main character says he
won’t read a Bible he comes across because he “doesn’t believe in the big man”, but just goes along with this random demon
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dude who brings him back to life? Wouldn’t that be evidence enough to repent and join any religion in hopes to avoid meeting
such a fate when he dies again?

And even if Billy Bob is a stubborn old magical geezer who ain’t easily swayed by such life changing events…the rest of
religious stuff just puzzles me… There’s an underworld, demons, and monster roaming around, clearly indicating that this is a
different world than our own, yet they have the Bible? That’s kind of Earth-specific, especially the Old Testament, which is the
Hebrew accountings of what many believe to be the World’s History. What the heck is it doing in an RPG Maker World?

Also, there was a bookshelf in the monastery that was apparently on “all kind(sic) of religions”, which doesn’t make sense,
considering that monasteries were dedicated to only ONE religion. But this makes a lot more sense than the monks having a
secret mine where they forced slaves to work… Do the writers even know what the definition of a monastery is? Or what people
actually did there? I just... What?

Another curious thing about this is that this is clearly a different world than our own, but they have the Christian Religion? Like,
I get that those sprites come with the RPG Maker default set, but other games have avoided this issue by saying that the
religious imagery is for a completely different religion. Which works to an extent where the audience can let it slide. However,
here, it’s specifically Christianity, since the main symbol is the cross (an execution method during much of time of the Roman
Empire), and very few other religions worship a single deity, let alone call them “the Big Man”. In that case, wouldn’t that mean
this game is saying that Christianity is the TRUE religion, since it spans over multiple worlds? But, if that’s the case, then why
Christianity portrayed with such hostility throughout the game?

Look, I realize I’m overthinking this, and that’s because I’m a religious person, myself. I am not ashamed of that fact, but I’m
also not afraid of hearing and understanding opposing opinions. With that said, if you’re going to criticize my religion, can you
at least do it in a way that makes sense?

Overall, I guess I’m mostly neutral about this game, though I have more negative things to say than positive. While the religious
commentary didn’t make any sense, it wasn’t offensive either, so you can argue this game is mostly harmless. If you want an
RPG that’s kinda mindless, but still fun to play, I guess this one isn’t too bad. But if you’re like me and can’t help but pick apart
bad dialogue, point out plot holes, and look for deeper meaning in stories, then there are better games to spend your money on..
Shadow Blade is an action-platformer set in a visually striking world where the ancient teachings of ninjas and samurai clash
upon a modern landscape. Sprint through stages littered with traps, slaying enemies along your path without hesitation.

So I got this game while looking for anything with ninjas. Yes, it looked like a mobile game, but the gameplay looked fun
enough. Well, it turned out it is a port of a mobile game, but also it turned out to be more fun than expected. It's like Mark of
the Ninja meets Dead Cells!

I cannot say much about the story as I skipped half and the other half I missed due to some codec issue, but well. The gameplay
itself is quite good. You have small levels where you have to jump and slash your way through to the exit. The game is fast
paced, target timers on levels vary from under 2 to 4 minutes (you get bonus points when the level is completed under given
time limit). The levels are well done, and there is quite a lot of them as each one has three slightly modified designs, one for
each difficulty level. One playthrough on basic difficulty level should take around 5hrs, getting all the collectibles and finishing
higher difficulties would take considerably more. All in all it's a good game for people who like twitch platformers.

I liked:
* there's a ninja
* level design
* music

I disliked:
* story, the part I've seen, was kinda bland

Get this if:
* you like arcade platformers

Don't get this if:
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* you expect lots of storytelling. No ... just no.

Absolutely not!. quot;I have something to show you, do you recognize this man"- most stupid embarrasing puzzle i've seen in
"quests" ever. Gets repetitive real fast. Not much content, lack of detail and poor UI. And most of all, i cant stand the micro
management of the officers and detectives. Why do i have to tell the detective to talk to each of the 4 eye witnesses every time.
I think they should know how to do their job. All i want is to coordinate the force around town where they are most needed and
watch them work and/or send backup if needed. Not tell them to do every menial task.. A very solid top-down racing game,
bringing the arcady goodness of top down racers of old and blending a handling model that is closer to more modern racing
games.

Sharp high res textures, intelligent AI drivers that have individual driving styles (from rookies that run off the track, to pros that
seldom make mistakes).

Varied tracks from traditional circuits to down town streets to snow and dirt tracks.

Cars that handle differently from each other, from oversteer prone RWDs to understeering FWDs with upgrades that you can
feel immediately.

Great value for its current price, with humble devs that can handle and respond to player feedback and suggestions, with each
patching adding more content to the game.. This game is dead, Don't waste your money on it. No wonder that the base game
lacked the actual audio files, they were going to charge a whole 20 euros for it. That said though... To have so many soundtrack
in MP3, AAC and (luckily) even FLAC does make up for it.

Negative feedback aside I should be giving this piece of advice: If you've installed DMC5 on an SSD, you could save a lot of
storage space by copy\/pasting all of your audio files on a cheap HDD, then uncheck and delete this DLC from your game
folder.. It should will be update wih achievements, fanny game with non-politic story/
6 ukrainians of 10
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